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Part v: Rebo Joon 

Lambda Construction Station, Elevator Shaft 

 

Rebo put all of his scarce weight behind the knife, and the small steel panel broke away with a 

stern snap and flew across the room, hitting the opposite wall and clattering to the floor. Behind it 

were several power cells, all connected to a tangle of wires that looked like a Nautolanian noodle 

dish. He spent a fraction of a second considering which wire to choose, then pinched one of the 

green ones between thumb and index finger, following its snaking colour with his eyes to 

determine where it was headed and what it did. Nine seconds. When that airlock opened, Rebo 

knew exactly – down to the smallest, most obscure detail – what would happen to himself and 

Ghoss. There was more to the exposure to vacuum than just plain accelerated hypoxia. The alveoli 

of the lungs would burst, eardrums and sinuses rupture, softer tissue would bruise and seep blood 

– or what liquid was actually left in the blood after ebullism had done its job; the pressure of space 

causing the bodily fluids to boil and vaporise. Then, there was the cold. The only comfort was that 

death would come fast. Just not, he concluded, fast enough. He broke out in another bout of cold 

sweat. There was no time to make careful considerations; he would simply have to take a chance. 

He hated taking chances. He was no Keyan Pressin. “Cut your wire now,” he said in a hoarse voice 

and let his own knife slide through the one he was holding while Ghoss did as he was told. 

 Nothing happened. Seven seconds. “Motherfucker,” Rebo exclaimed softly. 

 Ghoss's confused, saddened voice: “What happened?” 

 Rebo didn't answer. His brain was working on overload. What bloody happened indeed. 

We're out of bloody options. He swallowed. Or are we? Three power cells. One of them had to fuel 

the airlock. Five seconds. I don't have time for this. He pulled his boot knife. The blade was slightly 

longer and sturdier than the short, thin blades of the throwing knives; made from real steel and 

not whatever hardened crystal the throwers had been crafted from to avoid metal detection. He 

hefted the knife in his hand and brought it back to get some momentum. Three seconds. Ghoss's 

voice, thin as glass and tinted with desperation: “What are you doing?” 

 Saving your ass, or killing it. Rebo thrust the blade of the knife straight through the thin 
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plastic casing and into the heart of one of the power cells. Metal connected with metal and sent 

sparks flying, transferring the power from the dying cell core through the knife and into Rebo's 

hand. The sudden shock of the discharge forced him to let go of the knife and his body shook with 

a brief but powerful convulsion that made him lose his footing. It felt as if his eyeballs were about 

to burst. His back hit the floor but he wasn't sure whether he actually registered it or if he had just 

imagined it because he had known it was about to happen. The discharge was over in less than a 

second, but it still made him feel as if someone had ripped his arm off at the shoulder and thrust it 

down his throat. Time's up. He tried swallowing, but his tongue felt dry and sticky and all his teeth 

hurt. He vaguely registered some sparks floating in front of his vision. At least he wasn't floating in 

space. He had hit the right cell. He smiled absentmindedly and lifted his hand so he could assess 

the damage. It had a solid burn across the palm which looked like it smoked faintly. The skin looked 

positively boiled. Ghoss knelt down next to him and grabbed his wrist to look at the burn. “It's 

fine,” Rebo croaked. “Help me up.” 

 “I'm not sure if...” 

 “Just leave it and help me up, damn it.” 

 Ghoss opened his mouth to argue some more, but Rebo shot the kid a stern look. Ghoss 

then slapped his own hand down on Rebo's burned palm, got a firm grip, and hoisted him to his 

feet. Rebo could feel the skin peel away from his palm at the friction between their hands. The 

pain made him gasp. 

 “Shit,” Rebo exclaimed angrily. “What the fuck did you do that for?” 

 “Just following orders, sir.” 

 Rebo glared at him. The little fucker actually had the nerve to look slightly smug. Instead of 

saying what he wanted to say, Rebo clenched his teeth. You're the one who asked for it, remember, 

he told himself. His other hand went to his waist to retrieve a medpack from his belt, which he 

then remembered he had left at the elevator roof. Ghoss, trying to repress a smile and failing 

badly, took out one of his own medpacks. “Let me get that for you, sir.” 

 Rebo held out his hand and let the kid do the work, using his other hand to try and smooth 

down his hair and beard, which stood on end from the discharge, at the same time glancing over at 

the now dark panel and the open, wire-filled hole in the wall beside the elevator doors. Still firmly 

shut. “No way we can get this box moving upwards again, is it?” Ghoss asked after covering the 

burn with a generous amount of bacta ointment and slapping a bioskin bandaid on it. 
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 “I don't suppose so,” Rebo said and flexed his fingers. They were a little stiff, but he would 

still be able to draw his pistol fast enough, he supposed. If he needed to. Then again, he always felt 

like he needed to. He bent down and picked up the discarded throwing knives, then walked over to 

the open panel and yanked his boot knife out of the ruined, blackened power cell and slid it back 

into its sheath. “Not any time soon, at least.” 

 “Then how are we getting out of this box?” 

 “I can get out,” Rebo said absentmindedly, studying the open hatch in the roof. “You can't. 

But I suck at bloody climbing, which makes me getting out that way pretty useless.” He glanced 

back at the broken control panel. “Hopefully no one can restart that bloody thing from anywhere 

else in the complex.” 

 “Someone could come and get us,” Ghoss suggested. “We still have working coms. We 

could just call for assistance.” 

 “No,” Rebo replied firmly. “We can't. Your Sarge requested frequency silence, and for good 

reason. And if we call for Toron and Crayl we might possibly give away their position to the enemy. 

Unless the two of them are already fucked, in which case their comlinks are either destroyed or in 

enemy hands by now anyway.” 

 “But...” 

 “I said no. Are you bloody deaf?” 

 “Fine.” For a few seconds, Ghoss looked like a five-year-old ready to throw a tantrum, but 

he didn't seem to get past the pouting stage. Instead he just went over to the open panel on the 

wall and started fiddling with the wires. 

 “What do you think you're bloody doing?” 

 “Fixing us a way out of here. There are two power cells left. With the right wiring, we can 

get the elevator to move again, and if not...” He shrugged. “Then at least I've got something to do 

while I wait to be rescued or captured.” 

 “Or you'll get us flushed into space like so much sewage,” Rebo retorted. He crouched and 

jumped up to the hatch. Even with his rather skinny frame, or maybe because of it, he had trouble 

hoisting himself up. Struggling, he managed to reach up and grab hold of the tool belt, pulling it 

down. It clattered to the floor and he hoped he hadn't managed to break anything of importance. 

He let himself drop down again, then picked up the belt and put it on. “Are you sure you know 

what you're doing there?” 
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 Ghoss looked at Rebo over his shoulder. “Either you can help me, or you can climb out of 

the elevator, close the hatch, and hope I won't get this thing started so you'll be crushed when it 

hits the top floor.” Ghoss's voice held a surprisingly aggressive streak. It didn't suit him. 

 “Or I can shoot you,” Rebo said matter-of-factly. 

 “Or that,” Ghoss admitted, temper gone again like a dewdrop vaporising in the Tatooine 

sun. He picked one of the red wires and started following it with his fingers to find out where it was 

going. “I bet,” he continued musingly, “that if we do nothing, then Spectre has to come and get us. 

And if Spectre has to come and get us, we will never hear the end of Sarge's gloating.” He looked 

back at Rebo again. “Do you know how smug she will get if we have to be rescued by a girl?” Rebo 

thought Ghoss was going for humour, but there was also a faint trace of desperation in his voice. 

Arcoh was known for her tiresome need to assert herself as a powerful female figure, while in 

reality, she was nothing but a glorified janitor with anger management issues. Rebo suppressed a 

“that time of the month” joke, mostly because he wasn't too sure how that kind of thing worked 

for Arkanians. 

 “I can imagine,” he said instead, smiling faintly. He retrieved his toolset from his belt. 


